We combine creativity, craft
and technology into ideas
that help businesses thrive

Ellery Studios is an independent
communications and design
consultancy that works with
clients throughout Australia and
North America.
As critical thinkers and do-ers, we offer pragmatism, work
ethic, and insight across everything we do.
We approach every project with our client’s commercial
goals firmly in mind. Seamlessly transitioning between
strategy and action we draw from our communications,
digital and design expertise to offer integrated client
solutions in an authentic and straight-forward manner.
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WHAT WE DO

WEBSITE DESIGN &
DEVELOPMENT

BRAND
DEVELOPMENT

CORPORATE
COMMUNICATIONS

GRAPHIC DESIGN &
MEDIA

Websites are a 24/7 shopfront
for your customers to
experience. Information that is
simple to understand and easy
for users to navigate is at the
forefront of our process. We
create websites that evoke a
seamless user experience.

We explore your brand
attributes to clearly articulate,
through language and visuals,
who you are, what you do
and why that’s important. The
outputs are uniquely yours —
a reflection of your brand’s
distinct personality, promises
and values.

Compelling communication
plays a pivotal role in building
brands and sustaining
reputation. From navigating
the challenges of capital
raising to tender preparation,
we ask the right questions to
deliver an integrated approach,
that informs purposeful
communication.

Starting with research and
strategy definition, we bring
your brand story to life using
well structured design that
visually communicates to
your target audience. Our
proven methods will help
you define your strategy and
effectively communicate to
your audience.

SERVICES:

SERVICES:

SERVICES:
DIGITAL DESIGN
WEBSITE DESIGN
CONTENT WRITING
PHOTOGRAPHY
DIGITAL STRATEGY & PLANNING
DYNAMIC CONTENT
CONTENT MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
CONTENT PRODUCTION
EMAIL MARKETING

SERVICES:
BRAND STRATEGY
LOGO DESIGN
REFRESH AND REBRANDS
LAUNCHES
BRAND ROLL OUT
BRAND MANAGEMENT

INVESTOR RELATIONS
SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGNS
CORPORATE BRAND
MANAGEMENT
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
COMMUNICATIONS

LOGO DESIGN
BROCHURE DESIGN
ANNUAL REPORT DESIGN
CORPORATE DESIGN
BRANDING
MARKETING COLLATERAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
CLIP PRODUCTION
BINAURAL RECORDING

TENDERS &
BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT
Always challenging ourselves
to extrapolate the “why”, we
apply key insights and strategy
to inform compelling pitches.
We conduct thorough research
to ensure a comprehensive
understanding of markets,
opportunities and bid strategy.
Harnessing the technique of
storytelling through word and
design, we articulate strengths
and win themes, ensuring
every opportunity is a winning
one.
SERVICES:
TENDER MANAGEMENT
PROFESSIONAL FACILITATION
STRATEGIC MESSAGING
CONTENT DEVELOPMENT
AWARD NOMINATIONS
PURSUIT SUPPORT
GRAPHIC DESIGN
WEBSITE DESIGN AND VIDEO
CLIP PRODUCTION TAILORED
TOWARDS OPPORTUNITIES

WE PROVIDE TENDER & BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT TO:
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Helping shape our
tomorrow - a new
vision for a renowned
environmental consultancy
CASE STUDY: CATALYST ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS
President of Catalyst Environmental Solutions (Catalyst), Daniel Tormey
describes the consultancy as providers of ‘innovative solutions for a
complex world’.
In a world of emerging complexities, new technologies and empowered
populations, the environmental consulting industry, particularly in North
America, is experiencing change at an accelerated rate.
Catalyst approached Ellery as having previously worked together for
another global engineering firm, to help build a stronger, future-facing
version of itself.
For the last five years, Catalyst has been ‘bringers-of–fact,’ narrowing
the gap between polarising environmental issues for mutual agreeable
solutions. The business has worked on some of the most interesting
and complex projects we have ever heard of. What excited Ellery at this
point, was that not too many other people in the market had known just
how remarkable the business was.
We started the journey into conveying the company’s past and potential
to the market. And we are honoured to partner with Catalyst to
continually meet this challenge.
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The Catalyst Environmental Solutions team had already defined its logo
and culturally it is kept in high regard. It was our job to bring it to life
aligning with communicating to the market, just what the business can
offer.
The logo has its roots in sun, land and water, all the elements that
comprise our environment. We created a visual identity system that
draws from the geometric sky element, integrated across their report,
resume, marketing collateral and digital assets.
Working closely with the company President, Daniel Tormey, our content
and creative response aspires to leave Catalyst Environmental Solutions
well-prepared to meet the opportunities of tomorrow, while still
remaining connected to their remarkable past, projects and experiences.
SERVICES: MARKETING STRATEGY AND MANAGEMENT / BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT /
COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY / GRAPHIC DESIGN / LOGO DESIGN /COPYWRITING /
CONTENT DEVELOPMENT / WEBSITE DESIGN / WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT / DYNAMIC
CONTENT / CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Reshaping a brand
to succeed in 2020’s
landscape of flux
CASE STUDY: CULTIVATE AGRI PARTNERSHIPS
Originating in 2017, Cultivate Agri Partnerships is a Queensland-based,
boutique investment manager specialising in Australian agriculture.
Bringing patient, private capital, and deep industry expertise Cultivate
supports highly-skilled, passionate Australian farming businesses. We
have been fortunate to work with Cultivate since company origination
developing its brand, marketing and communications strategy, through
to implementation.
This year Cultivate launched its new investment offering, Project Arcadia.
While it is an attractive and well-vetted model for patient investors, we
couldn’t ignore potential challenges ahead for investor confidence with
the nation in a state of flux due uncontrollable external events.
After completing the content production and design of its new
investment offering, Ellery approached Cultivate to suggest a costeffective way of refreshing its brand to further convey long-term stability
and trust.
Together we identified a need for Cultivate’s brand to reflect a more
globally robust, stable agribusiness.
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We transitioned the colour palette from warm to a trust evokingblue. Bidding farewell to our much-loved Senepol bull iconography,
we developed a Fibonacci-inspired identity system bringing together
farmland, animal and family as an integrated offering.
Cultivateagri.com is developed with CMS and dynamic content built into
the backend to give the client freedom and control. While we manage
the content for now, they have the option to take over its management
at any stage.
Differentiating itself from larger investment institutions, Cultivate’s
brand continues to be personable, speaking to the socially responsible
investor. Similarly, the brand targets the investor that feels good about
putting their money towards a stable offering and an Australian industry
comprised mostly of family corporates.
‘…I am very happy, Ellery is adding tremendous value…’ Chris Simpson,
Cultivate Agri Partnerships Director
SERVICES: MARKETING STRATEGY AND MANAGEMENT / INVESTOR COMMUNICATIONS
/ COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY / STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT / GRAPHIC DESIGN
/ LOGO DESIGN / PHOTOGRAPHY / VIDEOGRAPHY / COPYWRITING / CONTENT
DEVELOPMENT / WEBSITE DESIGN / WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT / VIDEOGRAPHY /
WEBSITE MANAGEMENT / DYNAMIC CONTENT / CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Establishing brand
credibility in a highly
critical market
CASE STUDY: TROPICAL TAURUS
Ellery was approached to help establish a high performing bull breeding
brand in the highly competitive Australian Beef industry, targeting
northern producers.
Although the brand has the genetics to make a high-quality product,
the bull seedstock marketplace is (rightfully so) highly critical with only
longstanding cattle operators having the trust of the marketplace.
The cost to transition and risk for customers to switch to a new
producer can bring risk in an already challenging market due to drought
conditions – here lies Tropical Taurus’ opportunity as the hybrid vigour
offered is genetically designed to support cattle producers that operate
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We chose a blue-based colour palette for the brand and website as
a subliminal method of building trust, while aesthetically striking a
memorable contrast between the red earthy tones of cattle photography
incorporated across the brand’s materiality.
In order to better understand the target demographic, we attended and
helped cattle mustering and tagging days to appreciate local context and
the job of a cattle operator.
This body of work is the start of a series of content marketing initiatives
planned for Tropical Taurus. We are excited to be involved and look
forward to helping grow the brand and achieve successful sales results

in harsh terrain.

and build a brand northern cattle producers will value and trust.

Tropical Taurus needed a brand and website that evoked credibility
without the marketing fluff. A brand that speaks to the cattle farmer in
the right tone while also communicating its innovative attributes like
genomics program and regenerative agriculture.

SERVICES: MARKETING STRATEGY AND MANAGEMENT INVESTOR COMMUNICATIONS
/ COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY / STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT / GRAPHIC DESIGN
/ LOGO DESIGN / PHOTOGRAPHY / VIDEOGRAPHY / COPYWRITING / CONTENT
DEVELOPMENT / WEBSITE DESIGN / WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT / DYNAMIC CONTENT /
CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

In creating the dynamic and responsive Tropical Taurus website, we
created a video and image library after a series of on-farm photoshoots.

Transporting online
visitors into a cuisine
underground
CASE STUDY: TARTUFO BRISBANE
Located in Brisbane’s central food district of Fortitude Valley, Tartufo
offers Naples-inspired food in a remarkable, Balthazar-inspired space.
Award-winning Head Chef and owner, Tony Percuoco’s zest for life,
attention to detail and philosophy is entrenched into every element of
Tartufo.
Tony sought Ellery’s help to convey Tartufo online, with the key message
to ‘Come for a meal, leave with an experience.’
The challenge for us is that when someone enters Tartufo they are
truly immersed in a subterranean cuisine underground. Decadence,
debauchery, charismatic service, debate, laughter and soft red wattage
all culminate to form an experience like no other - and challenging to
depict on a website.
We looked to bring the brand to life through a number of content,
typography and photographic techniques.
The discovery and photography process involved many out of hours
visits and meals at Tartufo. By interviewing Tony, we were able to get to
know his world, and draw from his family linkages to Naples in the midcentury. We also visited and photographed farms that Tartufo sources
produce from across southern Gold Coast and northern New South
Wales.

We developed an extensive library of media to create an image-heavy
online experience as the main form of communication.
When working with a leading Head Chef, it is no surprise that Tony is
very time poor. Availability to gain approvals of content and imagery was
an understandable challenge. We overcame this through multiple visits
and a constant dialogue. We got to know Tony and the business which
allowed us to effectively depict the brand through its intended lens. We
earnt Tony’s trust and gained autonomy allowing us to push through the
content development stage to website launch.
The result of the project is a strong portrayal of an amazing space with
food, friends and family connection, altogether comprising a remarkable
restaurant. We accept that no website will ever replicate the real
experience but are confident we have come close. Since the website’s
launch we have been helping Tony and enjoy working with his team as
Tartufo continues to evolve.
SERVICES: GRAPHIC DESIGN / PHOTOGRAPHY / COPYWRITING / CONTENT
DEVELOPMENT / WEBSITE DESIGN / WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT / STAKEHOLDER
MANAGEMENT / WEBSITE MANAGEMENT / SOCIAL MEDIA / DYNAMIC CONTENT /
CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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Striking a brand balance
between wellness and
credibility
CASE STUDY: EMMA ELS EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
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Emma Els Exercise Physiology believes in a caring and collaborative
approach, working with its clients to create exercise programs that are
realistic and achievable. A newly established business, Emma Els Exercise
Physiology required the development of a complete brand.

The underlying brand personality strikes a balance between authenticity
and ‘credible’ wellness. Image selection was influenced by exercise and
regional contexts as well as depicting a variety of target demographics,
thus conveying the message of ‘exercise for everyone.’

After a briefing with Emma Els, we began the creation of an identity
system. Unfortunately, none of our first round of logo concepts hit
the right resonance. We made the mistake of playing it too safe and
predictable, developing an identity similar to the wider sports science
marketplace. Recognising our error in the briefing process, we produced
as many versions as needed until we arrived at our ‘that’s it’ moment -

A positive outcome from our initial unsuccessful logo design process
meant that we really understood what Emma Els and the market needed
for the remaining assets required to launch her business. We were able
to provide a quick turnaround on the delivery of a CMS and responsive
website, corporate ID, collateral and signage still well inside the
timeframe allowed.

and we are happy with the result!
For the identity system, we leveraged the use of materiality in the
design. A minimalist business card design was given a ‘wow’ factor using
a thick linen finish card stock with a blue seam.

We are pleased with the outcomes of this project, together with Emma
we pushed the brand into something that is truly differentiating in a
marketplace of very similar identities.
SERVICES: GRAPHIC DESIGN / CONTENT DEVELOPMENT / WEBSITE DESIGN / WEBSITE
DEVELOPMENT / COLLATERAL DESIGN / SIGNAGE DESIGN / CORPORATE ID / LOGO
DESIGN / DYNAMIC CONTENT / CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Where creativity
and intellect
converge
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CASE STUDY: HELWA COMMERCIAL
Helwa Commercial combines creativity and intellect to deliver design
solutions that work for its clients
Being a full service interior design practice, Helwa Commercial provides
interior design, decoration and furnishing for a wide range of new and
existing developments, including hotel, retail, residential apartments,
aged care, and corporate offices.
Having already developed its brand name and logo, Ellery Studios was
engaged to activate the brand, and bring the capability of the team to
market through effective online and print touch points.

We explored Helwa Commercial and other leading interior design
consultancies to consider what palette and features best demonstrate a
contemporary design house.
To convey a pragmatic, design-focused brand we developed a clean
identity system utilising a taupe, white and black palette, complemented
by negative space.
Drawing together the collective fabric of the brand, written and
photographic content was produced. The please result was a strong
depiction of corporate and individual expertise, backed by an
approachable personality.
SERVICES: GRAPHIC DESIGN / CONTENT DEVELOPMENT / WEBSITE DESIGN / WEBSITE
DEVELOPMENT / DYNAMIC CONTENT / CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

THE TEAM

We put insight and
imagination at the centre
of everything we do

DANIEL VAN VELUWEN
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Daniel is a highly-skilled strategic thinker with 18 years’ experience
in design, branding, and digital communications. An excellent
communicator, Daniel’s detailed approach helps clients find
the right creative and commercial solutions for their brands. A
boundless curiosity sees Daniel frequently taking a ‘deep-dive’
into the client’s brand ecosystem; getting to know its marketplace,
clients, and positioning to inform a specific, targeted solution.
P. +61 431 196 531

To help clients build
businesses that can’t be
ignored

E. DANIEL@ELLERYSTUDIOS.COM
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EMMA VAN VELUWEN
SENIOR COMMUNICATIONS ADVISOR
Emma has 18 years’ marketing and communications experience
and specialises in supporting built environment brands effectively

To accelerate growth and
create a better future

engage with clients. Emma is a ‘do-er’ and is most passionate
about helping clients achieve market leadership through brand
cohesion and practical communications that are founded with
authenticity. Emma offers strong graphic design and content
writing expertise with demonstrated capability in the management
of tender submissions and bespoke business development
campaigns.
P. +61 455 111 514 E. EMMA@ELLERYSTUDIOS.COM

www.ellerystudios.com

